INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF EQUIVALENCY DATABASE

For BEST results, obtain a copy of your transcript from each institution that has been attended and print the OU Dental Hygiene pre-requisite sheet (located in the Information Packet above).

How to begin:

Go to https://s3apps.ou.edu/thebook/ted

Use **Search by OU Course** to find a course at an institution that will transfer to OU using the courses from the OU Dental Hygiene pre-requisite sheet.

Use **Search by Other Institution Course** to find out if a course that has been taken at another institution will transfer as an OU Dental Hygiene pre-requisite.

Use **Search by General Education Requirement** if you want to find a general education course (Artistic Forms, Western Culture, and Non-Western Culture) that transfers from another institution.

How to determine if a course transfers using the equivalency database:

Once you find the course in any of the searches listed above, look under the OU column to see if the listed course matches any course on the OU Dental Hygiene pre-requisite sheet. If it does match then it is equivalent and will transfer. If it doesn’t match then it is not equivalent and will not transfer.
How to find a General Education Course:
Using any of the searches listed above, if any verbiage is in the Gen. Ed. column on the far right then it is a general education course and the column should identify which category the course belongs (Art Forms, Western Culture, Non-Western Culture).

How to find an Upper Division General Education Course:
Using any of the searches listed above, if any verbiage is in the Gen Ed column on the far right then it is a general education course and the column should identify which category the course belongs (Art Forms, Western Culture, Non-Western Culture). If the course is a 3000 or 4000 level at either the other institution or OU then it will transfer as an upper division general education course.